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Abstract. In the last few years, one of the most advantageous strengthening/repair
techniques has become the use of advanced composite materials for the coating of
structures. In particular, the adopted composites are Fibre-Reinforced Polymers
(FRP), made up of a polymeric matrix (such as epoxy), with adhesive and binder
task, and high-strength fiber materials (most commonly glass and carbon), with a
strengthener task. The FRP reinforcement techniques found its success on the
perfect adhesion between the FRP and the underlying material. For this reason, it is
essential to use Non-Destructive Testing (NDT) to assess the bond quality. The aim
of this work is to develop a reliable and confident non destructive testing technique
to characterize the interface between FRP and different kind of materials as concrete
and tile. In particular a comparison between thermography and ultrasonic wave
measurements will be carried out. The study on concrete and brick samples
strengthened by FRP bonding, with known defects appropriately applied at the
interface, will be presented. The influence of the Carbon FRP material and of the
thickness of the reinforcement on the evaluation of defects will be analysed. Among
the NDT used for the control of composite material, the infrared thermography
(IRT) is being given more and more attention. IRT allows to analyse the effects
induced by the anomalies on the thermal behaviour of the material; by means of
thermography, it is possible to find out defects that cause alterations of the normal
distribution of the surface temperatures of a material, when it exchanges heat with
the surroundings. The aims of the present work is to identify a suitable experimental
procedure, based on IRT, that can evaluate the presence of defects. The results
obtained by means of infrared thermography were compared with results obtained
by means of ultrasonic testing (C-Scan).

1. Introduction
Civil structures are often demanded to work for a very long period, in which a reinforcing
of the structure can be necessary due mainly to: a decrease of the structural capability,
caused by the aging of the structural components or the use of substandard materials; a
variation of the applied loads in respect to the nominal project loads due to the change of
the service required to the structure; a change of the building code, that implied a revision
of the seismic resistance criteria.
In the last few years, one of the most promising strengthening/repair technique is based on
the use of advanced composite materials for build a strong coating of concrete structures. In
particular, the commonly used composites are Fibre-Reinforced Polymers (FRP), made up
of a polymeric matrix (such as epoxy resin), and high-strength fibres (usually glass and
carbon). The FRP reinforcement to be effective has to rely on the perfect adhesion between
the FRP and the concrete. For this reason, it is essential to use Non-Destructive Testing
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(NDT) to assess the quality of the bonding. In the ICBO standards, defects in the bonding
are allowed if less than 13 [cm2] for a maximum of 10 delaminations per about 1 [m2]. In
the CNR DT codes, the minimum resolution required for the dimension of the smallest
defects to be identified by means of NDT is indicated in 5 [cm]. [1-3]
Among the NDT, the InfraRed Thermography (IRT) is being given more and more
attention. IRT allows to analyse the effects induced by the defects on the thermal behaviour
of the material. It is then possible to spot defects that cause alterations of the temperature
distribution of the surface stimulated by a heat source. [4-12]
The paper describes results obtained with the thermographic method applied to
thermographic sequences with different techniques. Among them, the Pulse Phase
Thermography (PPT) and the Lock In Thermography (LIT) technique have been selected
and reported, respectively as the fastest technique and more accurate one. The purpose of
this preliminary work is to select the most suitable NDT for a routinely inspection.
2. Experimental procedure
2.1 Analyzed samples
A CFRP reinforcement of concrete and tile structures has been investigated. In this work
two samples have been accurately prepared by specialized operators (Fig. 1) using off the
shelve polymers and composites fabrics. In particular, for the concrete sample two fabrics
materials have been used. The former, with orthogonal carbon and glass fibres (middle and
right stripes on the picture 2). The latter, with two layers 90 degree oriented carbon fibres
(left stripe on the picture 2). In any case, a primer has been applied at first on the supporting
materials. Different defects of well-known dimensions (Tab. 1) have been placed, as shown
on the Fig.1. Their thickness was estimated of nearly 50-100 μm. Further defects have been
generated by indentation of the surface, and the cavity covered by a very thin mylar® layer.
Then, the CFRP has been put in place, cured and aged, according to the manufacturer rules.
Finally, another couple of discontinuities has been placed over the CFRP and the whole
specimen covered by a special plaster layer of about 3 mm thickness, as shown in Fig.2.
The masonry sample has not been plastered and the strips of CFRP placed
perpendicularly to the mortar joint. The used FRP fabric are of type used for the middle and
right strips on the concrete sample.
Table 1
Defect number
1
2
3

Defect Typology
Cavity
Silicon grease
Teflon ribbon
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Fig. 1- Artificial defects applied on concrete sample (on the left) and on tile sample (on the right)

Fig 2. Artificial defects applied on the top of CFRP reinforcing the concrete sample (on the left) and the final
plastering of the sample (on the right)

2.2 Thermographic technique set up
Thermography, has been applied using an active approach. In order to stimulate the
temperature signal on the surface a pulse or periodic heat flux has been imposed on the
sample. Temperature history of any pixel belonging to a thermographic sequence has been
processed in the frequency domain. The defect maps are the results of the amplitude or
phase angle space distribution, given by the LIT and PPT algorithms.
The experimental parameters have been defined at best, according to the thermal
properties and geometric characteristic of the samples.
The Lock In Thermography measure the amplitude damp and phase delay of any pixel
of the image compared with the periodic modulation of the heat source. There are many
ways to apply this algorithm, originally though for a pure sinusoidal signal. The chosen
approach is related to the Fourier analysis in transient conditions, with a periodic driving of
the heat source, used as reference. Fourier components at low frequency penetrate deeper in
the material and vice versa. Selecting the frequency is therefore possible, at least in
principle, to test different depths of the material. Fig.3a shows a thermogram at the best
observation time. Fig.3b shows the temperature history of a few areas marked on Fig.3a
during a modulated heating.
Pulse Phase Termography is an algorithm to process data that evaluate magnitude and
phase of specific frequencies of the Fourier Transform of temperature after a transient
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heating. From this point of view the temperature response to a heating pulse can be thought
as a superposition of thermal waves with different frequencies. Because temperature data
are sampled with a certain time interval, we have to expect the frequencies spectrum being
repeated in the Fourier space. Moreover, the temperature process is followed in a certain
time window, that means the spectrum of frequencies in the Fourier space is discretized.
With this limitation in mind, temperature profiles can be transformed applying a Fast
Fourier Transform algorithm. Fig.3c shows a temperature history for a couple of areas
marked on Fig.3a, after the pulse heating.

Fig.3 - Thermogram taken at the best observation time of the concrete sample, with discontinuities area
marked and temperature plots vs. time for the Pulse thermography and Loch-in thermography

It is worth noticing the phase map has a higher probing ability than any amplitude or
time one. Furthermore, the phase is intrinsically less affected by all multiplicative noise, as
for instance the emissivity/absorbtivity variation of the surface. Nevertheless, it is a matter
of fact that the clearest location of defects could happen both on phase or amplitude images.
2.3 Thermographic experimental set up
The system used for the test includes the thermal camera, heat sources and the controlling
computer devoted to controlling and driving. The whole system was synchronized and used
to record thermograms with a resolution 340x240 pixels, 14 bit of resolution.
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Fig. 4 shows the experimental equipment used for the excitation of the sample with both
techniques and the thermographic camera. For the PPT the required heat pulse was supplied
by a couple of photographic flashes (Bowens), 2400 J each. The heat sources for the LIT
was implemented by means of two 600 W halogen lamps, modulated with a sine function
by the controlling computer.
Fig.4 Experimental set up for the Pulse thermography
(flash) and Loch-in thermography (lamps)

Fig. 5 Experimental set-up for the ultrasonic analysis

The sequence length was about 300 images, taken at 0.25 Hz for the LIT and 500 images at
50 Hz for PPT. The frame frequency and recording parameters has been tested even with
different values; i.e. the heating period used by LIT ranged from 5 up to 240 s.
2.4 Ultrasonic (C-Scan) technique set up
The same samples have been analysed by means of ultrasonic C-Scan inspection in pulse
echo mode with a water-jet as coupling fluid. A laboratory-made C-Scan was used for the
ultrasonic inspection (Fig. 5). A Panametrics 9100 pulser - receiver was used to transmit
and receive ultrasonic signal. An immersion focused transducer of 10 MHz was used for
the inspection. A computer program realized with Lab View permit to control the axis
movement, the data acquisition and post processing images.
By means of C-Scan it is possible to obtain a two dimensional graphical presentation, in
which the echoes are displayed in a top view on the test surface. The attenuation of the
pulse is influenced by voids, delaminations, state of resin cure, the fibre volume fraction
and any foreign inclusions present. In the presentation, reflected pulses are shown as echo
exceeding a preset threshold within a gate and the drawn colour palette (or grayscale) is
proportional to the amplitude of the signal.
3. Results and discussion
3.1 Samples tested by means of thermography
Fig.6 shows the defect map as result of the LIT for the samples without the plaster layer. If
compared with Fig.1, most of defects are visible. It is doubtful if any inclusion generate a
real air gap. Generally, it is an open issue how to induce a delamination on the interface
artificially.
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Fig.6 analysis by Lock-in Thermography using a 120 s period (CFRP on a concrete background (left side)
and bricks samples (right)

Fig. 7 analysis by Pulsed Thermography using a flash heating and the PPT algorithm (CFRP on a concrete
background (left side) and the left half of the bricks samples (right side)
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Fig. 8 plastered CFRP on a concrete background, amplitude map on the first component by Lock in
Thermography using 120 s period (left) the second component (right)

Fig.7 shows the same as Fig.6 but using the PPT algorithm applied on the temperature
sequence recorded during the cooling phase after a pulsed heating. The quality of results is
comparable with the LIT. It is worth noting we deliberately strongly limited the number of
periods used for LIT, in order to make it practical.
Finally, Fig. 8 shows the results given by LIT on the plastered sample with the FRP on
concrete. The heating was applied with just one period, 120 s long. This means a fully
transient thermal state. On the left side there is the amplitude map at the frequency of the
heat source modulation. On the right side there is the amplitude map at the following
harmonic. In fact, the former image shows the discontinuities at the plaster-FRP interface.
The latter image shows more clearly the defect set placed below the FRP.
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3.2 Samples tested by means of ultrasonic wave
In Fig. 9 ultrasonic (UT) images obtained from brick/CFRP sample is reported. The UT
images are obtained by time gating (vertical yellow lines in the figures bottom ) the UT
signal. In Fig. 8 the time gate is placed on the UT signal portion corresponding to the
sample surface. In the Fig. 9 the time gate is placed on the UT signal portion corresponding
to the interface between the CFRP and brick to better visualize the defects. It was used a
work frequency of 10 MHz to well separate the surface echo and the interface CFRP/brick
echo. The UT image shows three defects corresponding to the brighter zone in the square
and the vertical line that corresponds to the epoxy resin joint. In this case it was possible to
reveal both the artificial defect produced by the Teflon ribbon both the defect produced by
the cavity of about 1 cm diameter. It was not possible to detect the defect produced by the
grease. The thermogram of the sample in Fig. 6 (right side) was compared with ultrasonic
C-Scan maps in Fig. 9 (left side).

Fig. 9 Detected defects at the interface between brick and CFRP by means UT(left side)

In Fig. 10 UT images obtained from Concrete/CFRP sample is reported. In the image the
time gate is placed on the UT signal portion corresponding to the interface between the
CFRP and concrete to better visualize the defects. Also in this case was used the frequency
of 10 MHz. A marker was placed on the top surface of the sample to have a reference on
the UT map (in the top-central part (blu area) of Fig. 10). The defects are represented from
the blu areas in the UT map in Fig. 10. In this case it was possible to reveal both the
artificial defect produced by the Teflon ribbon, both the defect produced by the cavity of
about 1 cm diameter in the central part, and only 3 defects produced by silicon grease (the
smallest of more than 1 cm of diameter). No evidence of the defects placed between the
CFRP and the plaster. The artificial defects are pointed out in the black square. The
‘natural’ defect is pointed out in the black circle. The thermogram of the sample in Fig. 5
was compared with ultrasonic C-Scan maps in Fig. 10.
4. Conclusions
Thermography fulfils the goal indicated by international standards to check uniformity
of the strengthening resulting by FRP. Furthermore, delaminations can efficiently be
located in the plane and depth both on concrete or masonry, non destructively.
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The optimisation of the testing procedure is very important for the inspection success.
The most important issues are the thickness of the resin layer, the individual FRP thermal
parameters and the heating protocol.
The plastering of the surface does not avoid the correct location of delaminations in case
of a concrete background, but reduce the effectiveness of the test.
The Ultrasonic Images of the two samples put in evidence that with ultrasonic wave it is
possible to detect the presence of defects similar to debond ( teflon ribbon), cavity and also
resin accumulation. It is more difficult to detect silicon grease. By means ultrasonic wave it
was possible to confirm with a non destructive method the presence of a natural defect
previous detected by means thermography.

Fig. 10

UT image of the CFRP/concrete sample
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